
 
 

 

Are you technically minded, interested in software development projects and like customer contact? You don't want 
to choose one? You don't have to! Combine your diverse strengths in an innovative enterprise software company: 
 
Beyond Now is an international leading ecosystem orchestration and digital platform provider, powering organizations to 
launch new services at speed and grow revenue in an era of cloud, IoT, AI and 5G by utilizing our digital platform and SaaS 
BSS. We're building our team with the best people, and that's where you come in. 

Junior Product Owner (m/w/x) 
8141 Premstätten (AUT) | Full-time (38,5h/week) or Part-time (min. 18h/week) | Immediate Start | hybrid 

What you’ll be doing: 

As a fully-fledged member of the Product Owner team, after a comprehensive introduction, you will be jointly responsible for 
the successful delivery of customer projects as part of the software implementation process: 

− You'll co-create IT Solutions and value proposition, together with our solution architects, other POs and the customer. 

− Make a part of the overall solution (a specific function or a module of the Software) to YOUR thing: 
o get your own end-to-end responsibility for in-time delivery – from creation of epics and user stories to user 

acceptance. 
o manage the Backlog - including creation and prioritization of backlog items according to timelines and project goals 

− You'll act as interface between customers, software development, product management and sales 

− You bring together information (customer processes, customer requirements, analyses of possible uses of the systems, 
product information, workshop plans) and design PO content (user stories, process descriptions, etc.). 

− You´ll provide continuous monitoring of the project's progress, taking into account milestones set, and taking measures 
in case of deviations.  

What you bring to the role / that’s you:  

− Completed or current studies in the field of IT, innovation and product management or business informatics 

− Approx. 1-2 years professional experience as a product owner or in an agile work environment is beneficial. 

− Passion about cutting-edge technologies (e.g. IoT, 5G, edge compute and digitalization) 

− Affinity for software development is necessary; with online collaboration tools like Jira and Confluence is beneficial. 

− You are a strong communicator, have eloquent expression (oral and written) in English, German is an advantage. 

− You don't wait for instructions or predetermined structures, but proactively seek them out. 

− You are curious, willing to learn, keen to find new ways and stick to topics. 

− You have a high degree of self-responsibility, work conscientiously while you are managing complex tasks. 

− You recognize connections, try to understand your counterpart and develop solutions from them. 

− Change is the only constant: you like a dynamic environment. 

What’s in it for you: 

− Beyond Now Benefits:  

 
− Professional development guaranteed: Once you have gained experience, you can take over entire projects. 

− Creative freedom: Learn from the community of practice and contribute the knowledge you have gained. In this way, 
you shape delivery projects and the working methods of tomorrow. 

− State of the art technologies: Cloud, AWS, Serverless & Container based, Azure, continuous delivery, etc. 

− Way of working: very international customers, agile working methods, meaningful (with our technologies and your 
solutions you make the processing of our customers' business more efficient) 

− Joy: Good cooperation and togetherness are essential elements of our company philosophy. 
‒ Compensation: A minimum salary of EUR 2.400 gross per month on a full-time basis is intended for this position 

for ongoing students. At a higher level (completed study and first experience), the minimum salary starts at EUR 
3.100,- gross per month on a full-time basis. Salaries at all levels will be in line with the market, depending on 
specific qualifications and professional experience.  

− Find out more about us and what’s in it for you at: https://www.beyondnow.com/en/company/careers/work-at-beyond/ 

and apply here with your well-structured informative CV and own created motivation letter in German or English! 

https://www.beyondnow.com/en/company/careers/work-at-beyond/
https://beyondnow.hirehive.com/

